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yuvsoft 2d to 3d suite for nuke is a family of stereo 3d
conversion plug-ins designed to support the conversion

workflow in the nuke environment. the newly launched render
version is designed for nuke customers with render licenses

who are engaged in large-scale depth propagation and stereo
3d generation. instead, look at yuvsoft's ultravox stereo-to-

multiview. this is an amazing plug-in to work on various
projects, such as editing, compositing and color correction. the

software uses a unique algorithm to position the source and
the target views in the specified area of the source and

generates new views from the original source using a parallax
between source views. this 2d/3d conversion tool gives the

user more control on the stereoscopic look of the images than
the other multiview software tools. yuvsoft's ultravox stereo-to-

multiview software converts single views of live footage and
generated content with complete or partial parallax to

multiview content with no geometrical changes. stereo and
multiview is rendered, previewed, corrected, and exported as
finished content in dnxhd.the software is user friendly, has no
prerequisites, and works on ntsc and pal standards using the

actual camera used. multiview content produced with this
software is extremely realistic and natural. get yuvsoft's
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ultravox tool to help create 3d content for your project.
yuvsoft 2d to 3d suite copyright © 2010–2011 yuvsoft studio
version 1.0 of the plug-in suite for adobe after effects cs5 (ae
cs5) adds five plug-ins which extend ae to take advantage of
the stereo3d hardware acceleration features built in to the

latest edition of adobeâ��s professional motion-effects
applications. the stereo3d plug-ins include; rotation,

shrink/grow, stretch, and a new quick blur effect, panoramic
texturing, and 2d to 3d project.
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26thjuly 2012, thursday, 11 am to 12 noon a suite workflow:
speeding up your workflow using adobe premiere pro cs6 &

other suite components learn how you can use the rest of the
components in production premium to enhance your motion
graphics workflow. use adobe premiere pro cs6 to edit your

footage, audition to sweeten your sound, illustrator for vector
sources and adobe media encoder for background rendering.

take color correction and grading to a new level with
speedgrade cs6. learn techniques used by professional

colorists to enhance the quality and look of your projects.
stereo conversion and composite editing. allows importing of
2d or 3d files or editing 2d content with a 3d framework to

create a 3d-ready source, include dynamic depth map
generation. its effect and filter plug-ins are based on its engine
enabling to dynamically match and apply effects to the depth
map. yuvsoft 2d to 3d suite corrective conversion to stereo
using the stereoscopic secret. one or more optional images
can be used to approximate a full-fledged match to capture
depth, warp, refocus, and apply other effects to the stereo

pair. this method works much faster than using 3d geometry
for matching and reconstruction. yuvsoft 2d to 3d suite

semiautomatic stereo conversion. a 3d video camera records
two or more images in order to construct a full-fledged frame
for each eye. the software automates this process, allowing
the creation of highly accurate stereo pairs. importing and

assigning a reference frame is required. yuvsoft 2d to 3d suite
stereo conversion to a3d using the stereo secret. a semi-

automatic method for producing high-quality a3d images from
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any video format using a small amount of existing content.
built-in tools to automatically extract content from 2d images,

such as foreground/background detection and extraction.
yuvsoft 2d to 3d suite producing stereo 3d visuals for digital
distribution and 3dtv platforms. allows importing of files that

include a depth map. using the stereoscopic secret, it
automatically creates a stereo pair from the input video. for
a3d conversion, a watermark can be placed in the left/right

(l/r) image. the watermarked l/r image is used as a reference
frame. the l/r image is automatically converted to a3d. yuvsoft

2d to 3d suite tropic boat – recreation of the classic movie
cannonball and icb » through the process of converting 2d to
3d, the depth map is automatically computed and ready for

any 3d-conversion software. 5ec8ef588b
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